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I’ve got a friend who works at a large financial firm up in Connecticut, near where I grew 
up. Now growing up in the suburbs of one of the financial capitals of the world, I have to 
admit that I’m pretty accustomed to folks who have—how should we say?—an especially 
high level of financial security. Houses, cars, the whole bit. 
 
But at the firm that my friend works for, his boss is more like a cartoon of wealth, rather 
than a real person. I haven’t seen it in person, but I’ve heard the stories. Here’s an 
example—this guy bought a house way out in one of the wealthiest suburbs, that he 
barely even goes to, as a place to store some of the things that he buys, and then never 
use. He has enough disposable income to just about literally, dispose his income in a 
place he never sees. 
 
And so at this house, he’s got a collection of motorcycles. If you’re a motorcycle person, 
you’d be impressed—Harleys, Ducatis, really high-end stuff. The problem is that he 
never rides them, because he never goes to his house. That’s where my buddy comes in. 
On the side, his job is to once a month or so head up to the house and take each of the 
motorcycles out for a quick ride around the countryside. Rough gig, right? 
 
Here’s the technical reason my friend has to do this: if you let an engine sit around for a 
long time without using it, all the rubber bits in the engine will start to dry out, shrink, 
and crack. You can get oil leaks and gas leaks, just because it’s sitting there unused. This 
guy, the owner, is literally throwing money down the drain, because he’s not using his 
stuff. And in this particular case, when you don’t use a car or a motorcycle, it doesn’t 
preserve it—it deteriorates it. 
 
So, there ends the motorcycle maintenance portion of worship this morning! Next 
Sunday, come back for home HVAC repair, and then basic landscaping the week after. 
Okay, just kidding, but actually you all know what I’m talking about, especially you 
homeowners. A house, a car, a yard—all sorts of things that if nobody’s using them, if 
they lie dormant, they deteriorate, and then they’re not good for anybody. 
 
So now while I’ve got you thinking about replacing the air filters at home and getting an 
oil change, I really want you to think about the apostle Paul this morning, because I 
think he’s got something to say to our anxious, maintenance-preoccupied minds. Here’s 
the question I want you to keep in your mind: How do we use the stuff we have, 
especially that which is above and beyond our basic human needs? 
 



Today, I read a portion of a letter he wrote to the church in Corinth, and he’s making a 
fairly specific request. Evidently the church in Jerusalem was struggling financially, and 
the church in Corinth had some extra resources, so Paul is making a request for aid. He’s 
asking them to be generous with their resources. 
 
Given how Paul makes his ask to the Corinthians, generosity is clearly a deeply spiritual 
act for him. Case in point: right at the end of his appeal, he quotes scripture, and an 
astute reader would have noticed where his quotation came from. It came from one of 
the best-known stories of the Hebrew Scriptures, the story of Moses and the Israelites in 
the desert, and the manna appearing in the morning. That’s, of course, the first passage 
that we read this morning. 
 
If you remember the story, you’ll remember that this food was provided to the Israelites 
mysteriously, by no work themselves. It was a pure gift. In fact, it was so unexpected 
that they could never figure out a good name for it, so they just said, “man-na,” which 
translated into English is “What is it?” 
 
Manna, this “what-is-it,” was quite literally a Godsend, but it had one peculiar feature, 
which was that it had a terrible shelf-life, and so it came with a warning label. Gather up 
as much as you need for today, and tomorrow it will be provided again. But if you gather 
up too much, it will deteriorate. And it did, and the Israelites who gathered up more 
than they needed found that the next day, what they had stored up had become rotten. 
Even in the desert, excess stuff, stuff that’s not used, tends to go bad. Manna goes bad, 
engines get leaks, clothes get moth holes, lawns turn to weeds, and leftovers get moldy. 
 
Often this story of manna in the desert is used to talk about trust in God, but Paul makes 
a slightly different point here. He wants us to hear the story of manna as a guide for how 
to think about generosity, and how to act generously. 
 
This is not a simple story of “waste not, want not,” or “simplify, simplify, simplify.” I 
mean, if you do have a fourth or fifth house just to store a bunch of stuff, maybe you’d 
want to consider downsizing, or at least loaning me a few rooms. But Paul doesn’t tell 
the Corinthians that it’s time to become part of the tiny house fad and “live simply.” 
What he actually does say is that there be quote, “a fair balance between your present 
abundance and their need, so that their abundance may be for your need.” Hear what he 
says. Your abundance is for a purpose. And by the way, don’t forget about the second 
half there, that their abundance is also for our need! 
 
I think Paul sees these pockets of abundance—financial for one community, spiritual for 
another—as God-ordained. “Look,” he says, “you have manna, abundance from God for 
such a time as this. Don’t let the manna go to waste, don’t try to store it up for 



yourselves, but use it for what it was intended for!” Paul sees abundance and generosity 
firmly in terms of God’s purpose. 
 
While I promise to you that this is not a stewardship sermon, there is a short book by 
the Dutch theologian Henri Nouwen called The Spirituality of Fundraising. It’s for the 
most part just a transcription of a few lectures that Nouwen gave on the subject of 
fundraising, but it has become a central text for faith-based non-profit professionals. 
 
Nouwen noticed that fundraising is often viewed as a joyless activity, like it’s just 
attempting to pry money from a clenched fist. But, of course, Nouwen found very little 
Biblical or theological support for that view. 
 
Instead, he looked at texts like the words from Paul we’re reading today, and observed 
this: He said, “Fundraising is a very rich and beautiful activity. It is a confident, joyful 
and hope-filled expression of ministry. In ministering to each other, each from the 
riches that he or she possesses, we work together for the full coming of God's Kingdom." 
 
Ministering to one another out of the riches and abundance we each possess. It sounds a 
lot like Paul, doesn’t it? 
 
Generosity at its core is an outward manifestation of a belief in a common mission. 
Whenever we’re generous, it is because we share a belief with the person or people who 
we are being generous towards and recognize that those people that we give to have 
deep resources that they are giving from themselves to accomplish that mission as well. 
 
And so notice one more thing at the end of Nouwen’s statement, that “we work together 
for the full coming of God’s Kingdom.” This call to generosity doesn’t come from 
nowhere. Paul doesn’t appeal to the Corinthians because they’re really nice people, or 
because they should feel guilty about their money, or because somehow, they ought not 
to have abundance in the first place. He instead appeals to the common identity and 
mission which we call the Kingdom of God. We’re generous because it’s simply an 
expression of working together for the singular purpose that God’s Kingdom might be 
made known, by proclaiming God’s Word, caring equitably for all people, and hoping in 
the resurrection. 
 
And in that case, generosity isn’t a big ask. It just makes sense. What a waste for one’s 
abundance to lie fallow and go bad, when it could be used with others in order to fulfill 
our common purpose? Why would we let the leftovers go bad when our sisters and 
brothers can eat them? 
 



Let me give you a very concrete example from right here. Our growing young adult’s 
group is growing so quickly, that we’re running out of room in typical DC apartments. 
But that’s never been a problem, because there are others in this community with larger 
homes that have time and time again opened them up for events and conversations, and 
who have spent their time and creativity on behalf of the fruitfulness of this group, and 
our church as a whole is all the more for it. Here’s what one of the people who had 
opened up their homes and invested their energy said to me: “We see it as our mission.” 
 
Of course. It is! Of course, in sharing out of joyful abundance, we can work towards a 
common mission. Whether we’re talking about our homes, money, intellect, spiritual 
gifts, time, energy—when we use these things for the common purpose and mission of 
the Kingdom of God, we shake off the cobwebs that accumulate when we don’t use them, 
and stay fresh and vital. When we act generously, we’re simply using the resources we 
have for their intended purposes, to proclaim and live out the Kingdom of God. 
 
Think of the times when you give and are most joyful. What are you giving for? Why are 
you giving? I’m not saying that giving isn’t hard—it usually means that our generosity 
precludes other things. You may choose to make a big financial gift to an organization 
that you deeply care about and can’t do something else with that money. You might 
choose to skip dinner with friends to serve a meal to folks who are homeless. And yet, 
when you know deeply that you are participating in something big and purposeful, it’s 
hard not to feel joyful. 
 
So, no, generosity isn’t about being good, nice people. Instead, generosity is putting into 
practice our commitment to one another. It’s a measure of our common humanity. And 
Paul reminds us that the act of generosity and grace without peer is that “our Lord Jesus 
Christ, though he was rich, yet for our sakes he became poor, so that by his poverty we 
might become rich.” Here, this morning, at the table of grace set before us that we call 
Communion, we receive that generosity in the bread and the cup. And all we can do is 
receive those gifts, and be grateful - grateful for the fullness of life we receive, grateful 
for the hope that has been given to us. 
 
And so then we ourselves are generous in response to that gracious act, and remember 
that generosity is a spiritual act in which we are most alive, our whole lives and the 
resources we have oriented towards God and one another. There is no shame in 
generosity, and there are few limitations. While we often think in terms of money, that’s 
not what Paul is telling us. Instead, he’s telling us that each and every person is blessed 
by God with resources beyond their own needs, resources of every sort, and so each and 
every person possesses the call and capability to be generous, and by doing so, work 
together for the common good. I am thankful that this is a generous community in a 
holistic way. I hope our generosity continues to grow not only in this community, but 



also that we each might bear God’s generosity out into the world, so that each person we 
encounter out there might encounter in us God’s love and grace. Amen. 


